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Abstract 
A building’s energy performance is significantly influenced by its external built environ-ment. However, in the current design 
practices, energy design and simulation of a building are often conducted independently from the surrounding buildings, and the 
energy landscape of the community or city. There is a gap between low energy building design and urban-level energy planning. 
The aim of this paper is thus to facilitate collaborative work between the two processes of urban-level energy planning and building-
level energy design by adopt-ing a holistic energy design approach. This paper develops a BIM-GIS integrated web-based building 
energy data visualization system. The use of this system contextualizes low energy building design in the urban energy landscape. 
The paper also details the solutions for data conversion that that is the main challenge for integrating BIM and GIS and describes 
the visualization mechanisms. 
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1. Introduction 
Buildings, as a major functional sector of a city, are responsible for about one third of global final energy demand 
[1]. Low energy building has emerged as an ef-fective energy saving strategy. Urban planners and buildings designers 
are two important design professions, responsible for two interconnected design stages, and their collaboration can 
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help optimize the building energy design and improve the urban-level energy perfor-mance. On the one hand, the 
design of low energy buildings is significantly influenced by the energy landscape of the community or city, and 
should comply with the urban energy plan. On the other hand, urban energy planning requires data from building 
projects. How-ever, energy design and simulation of a building are often conducted independently of the surrounding 
buildings and the energy landscape of the community or city, due to the tech-nical limits in data transfer, 
communication and visualization methods. There is a gap be-tween low energy building design and urban-level energy 
planning. The aim of this paper is thus to facilitate collaborative work between the two processes of urban-level energy 
plan-ning and building-level energy design by adopting a holistic energy design approach. The paper develops a BIM-
GIS integrated web-based building energy data visualization system, which enables designers to inspect their designs 
and compare them with other buildings in the same region, and supports urban energy planners in gathering building 
simulation data to make sound energy demand forecasting. The detailed technical solutions, e.g. data format 
conversion and visualization mechanisms, are provided for BIM-GIS integration. 
 
2. Low energy building desidn in the urban energy landscape 
Urban energy has far reaching implications for the low energy building development in both supply and demand 
sides, namely the type and amount of energy a building needs and its accessibility to sufficient energy. On demand 
side, for example, a new building project can benefit from the shading effect of its neighbor buildings and thus reduce 
cooling energy cost in summer days. Buildings in the same region usually share some common environmental 
conditions such as weather and building functions, and their low-energy design strategies should be similar. On supply 
side, the use of renewable energy is one of the key strategies for low energy building design. In high-density cities, 
such as Hong Kong, it is difficult to find suitable locations for solar panels and wind turbines to be installed upon an 
individual building, while district energy systems, such as micro-combined heat and power (Micro-CHP) station, can 
be better utilized due to the concentrative loads [2]. Low energy building design with urban level thinking can help to 
optimize energy structure, get design inspirations from existing cases, and form appropriate design strategies. Urban 
planners can also benefit from contributions of building designers. Energy demand forecasting is usually a 
sophisticated task because it is harder to gather information. Previous methods of energy demand forecasting rely on 
statistical models rather than measured data. For instance, Fra-castoro and Serraino (2011) employed a statistical 
bottom-up approach using census data. Through the integration of building energy design and urban energy planning, 
detailed ener-gy consumption data from building sector can be anticipated. With an accurate overview of energy 
conditions in a region, urban planners are able to provide suggestions to building de-signers on whether the design of 
a low energy building project meets the general energy plan of the community or city, so as to balance the demand 
and supply of energy at urban level.  
 
3. BIM-GIS integration 
The separation of low energy building design and urban energy planning process is mainly resulted from the use 
of different information and modeling systems. Building information modelling (BIM) gives description of a 
building project in deep geometrical and attributive details, and geographic information system (GIS) is the most 
important tool to describe a digital city in multi-rate, multi-scale and space-time dimensions [3] In an integrated 
BIM-GIS system, advantages of both systems can be utilized and geo-spatial data can embrace building geometries 
and properties to give a holistic representation of the entire built environment. Many efforts have been made in 
BIM-GIS integration. For exam-ple, Irizarry and Karan [4]represented an integrated GIS-BIM model to improve the 
visual monitoring of construction supply chain management (Irizarry et al. 2013). Kim et al. [5](2012) developed a 
web-based platform with Google Earth and Google Map plugins to mon-itor and visualize energy consumption for 
Smart Green City development. Berlo and Latt [6] advocated that many attempts seem to focus on either BIM or 
GIS, such as regarding the buildings as information in geospatial context. However, as BIM and GIS use different 
technologies, standards and syntax descriptions, appropriate mechanisms for data exchange are inevitable. There are 
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various methods for information exchange such as Construction Operations Building information exchange 
(COBie), Industry Foundation Classes (IFC) pro-vided by buildingSMART and Geographic Markup Language 
(GML) introduced by Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC). In this research, Revit Architecture and Google Earth 
(GE) are selected as platforms for BIM and GIS respectively, and the Green Building XML sche-ma, also referred to 
as "gbXML", is used as the intermediate data format. 
4. A conceptual framework of bim-gis integration 
As shown in Figure 1, the work flow of the proposed system starts from multiple architects and energy designers, 
who determine building geometries, thermal properties, building sys-tem parameters and adopt appropriate sustainable 
technologies. Initial building design is usually completed with BIM tools. Energy simulation and evaluation processes 
are then conducted in simulation software. Building information, including design strategies and simulated 
performance data, can be uploaded to the cloud database and visualized on a web-based GIS system. A whole picture 
of potential energy demand from the building sector in a certain region will be shown to urban planners and they can 
check whether it complies with the urban energy schema in this region. Low energy building designers can also have 
access to the system and design strategies of other buildings (if approved by the designers who own the design). Based 
on urban planner’s suggestions and implications from other projects, a building designer will refine his work. The 
above design-refinement loop may run several times, and it helps designers to improve and finalize their design 
strategies. Simulation re-sults of a building are validated by the designer in multiple ways (e.g. comparing with other 
simulation tools other than EnergyPlus), and designers ought to update the validated results onto the system. 
Fig. 1. System structure and workflows 
 
Realizing the system illustrated above requires technological solutions for data storage, transfer and visualization. 
As shown in Figure 2, Revit and Google Earth (GE) are selected as platforms for BIM and GIS, and gbXML is the 
main data type to exchange data and con-nect the two systems. The gbXML files are exported by Revit and then 
converted to input data format (e.g. IDF format) for energy simulation tools (EnergyPlus). Keyhole Markup Language 
(KML) files and COLLADA files are used to organize and visualize building data in GIS. Multiple tools are developed 
for the conversion and visualization processes, which will be explained in the following parts of this paper. 
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Fig. 2. Visualization system and data flow 
5. Solutions for data transfer and visualtization 
5.1. Construction of references 
As EnergyPlus doesn't have a graphical interface, one possible way is to build the model vir-tually in BIM tools 
and export gbXML, and then convert the gbXML file to IDF file for En-ergyPlus input use. To facilitate the simulation 
process, this paper proposes a “gbXML to IDF Convertor”. The gbXML file describes a building in a XML specified, 
tree-like struc-ture. Currently, Revit supports a limited part of gbXML dictionary. IDF file is a text format file 
indicated by an Input Data Dictionary (IDD) and has its own grammar for data organiza-tion. “gbXML to IDF 
Convertor”  is designed based on the commonplaces between the two formats. For example, a wall object in IDF is 
described by its construction (the physical properties and configuration for the building envelope), zone name (the 
zone it belongs to), geometries (lower-left coordinates, height, width and tilt) and the window objects attached to it. 
Data related to this wall can be obtained from gbXML, as shown in Figure 3. The con-vertor is realized by C# and 
acts as a Revit Plugin, which automatically detects the gbXML files exported from Revit and converts them to IDF. 
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Fig. 3. gbXML to IDF conversion 
5.2. 3D building model transfer from gbXML to COLLADA 
Visualization in GE relies on both KML file and COLLADA file. KML is an open-standard markup language for 
the display of geographic data in geo-browsers. KML files have the flexibility to form place marks, overlays, to 
control camera and time, as well as to refer COLLADA models. In this study, the “gbXML to COLLADA 
Convertor”, in the form of a Revit plugin, is developed in order to transfer 3D asset from BIM to GIS. COLLADA 
stores building geometries in “library_geometries” element and uses “mesh” as a general form of geometric 
description. Meshes contain information for both vertex (the set of attributes as-sociated with a point on the surface 
of the mesh) and primitives (a description of how the vertices are organized to form the geometric shape of the 
mesh, such as polygons, triangles, or lines). However, GE supports triangle primitives only in its COLLADA file 
but gbXML gives coordinates for vertices in polygonal surfaces. There is a need to divide surface poly-gons (such 
as a rectangular wall) into triangles before the gbXML to COLLADA conversion. The “polygon triangulation” is 
realized by a sub-module in the “gbXML to COLLADA Con-vertor”. The color of a building component is defined 
in “library_effects” element and is referred by a corresponding “material” in “library_materials”. All the graphical 
elements will finally be integrated in a “visual_scene” element in “library_visual_scenes” nodes. Considering that 
energy simulation is mainly based on thermal zones, the “gbXML to IDF Convertor” groups building geometries 
according to the separation of zones. Figure 4 gives an example of a thermal zone with its envelope (4 walls, 1 roof 
and 1 floor) to show how geometries are converted from gbXML to COLLADA. The convertor uses one 
“geometry” element to portray one zone. Once a zone in gbXML is to be converted, all the spaces that belong to this 
zone will be listed, and then all the surfaces (walls, roofs, etc.) are attached to each space. Two algorithms (polygon 
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triangulation and normal vector calculation) are ap-plied on each surface’s polygon to divide generate triangular 
meshes and calculate the sur-face’s normal vector. 
 
Fig. 4. gbXML to COLLADA conversion 
5.3. File naming and delivery 
In the current urban planning practices, AutoCAD is widely used to generate drawings. In order to visualize energy 
data of building blocks, which are in lower level of details (LOD) than buildings, an additional layer to contain urban 
planning drawings is required in GE. KML files are developed to portray different geometrical objects in GE and can 
be utilized as the substitution of AutoCAD urban planning drawings. A “DXF to KML Convertor” is developed in 
this paper for such purpose. AutoCAD DXF (Drawing Exchange Format) is a tagged (a tag is an integer number 
preceding each data element in the file) data representa-tion of all the information contained in an AutoCAD drawing 
file. The “DXF of KML Con-vertor” integrates netDXF engine and SharpKML libraries to read DXF files and write 
KML files. One important issue is that DXF urban planning drawings use Cartesian coordinate system in meters or 
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kilometers, while KML file use geographic coordinate system. The con-version between the two coordinate systems 
is conducted through COORD engine under the premise that the geographical coordinates of at least three control 
points are given in DXF.ided. 
5.4. Web-based user interface and data visualization 
With the prevalence of Web 2.0, more and more collaborative activities are conducted through the Internet. Because 
building designers (architects and energy designers) as well as their work (a model) for each building project are 
geographically and timely distributed, it is ideal to use Browser/Server (B/S) structure for information collection, 
grouping and visu-alization. GE plugin for browser supports data visualization and grouping in different di-mensions, 
thus building designer and urban planner are able to view data in different time and in different level of details (LOD).  
 
(1) Temporal data control 
A typical building energy simulation generates hourly data for the whole year. GE provides time-based data control 
by a “time-slider”. Each KML file is assigned a time tag and the COLLADA model it refers will appear when the 
time-slider goes to a particular time. The time range of the time-slider varies from the whole year to a day, and the 
time tag of the model can correspondingly be a day (in the year and month view) or an hour (in the day view). With 
the help of KML file, the color scheme applied to the model can be updated au-tomatically with the change of time. 
Figure 5 gives an example of an annual time-slider con-trol in different time spans: year, month and a single day. 
Fig. 5. Time control using time slider 
 
(2) Level of details (LOD) 
Level of details (LOD) generally refers to the function to increase or decrease the complexi-ty of a graphical objects 
or 3D models representation according the change in different met-rics, such as the distance between the viewer and 
the object, or the importance of the object. Forberg [7] argued that it is a common way to enhance the performance of 
interactive visualization of polyhedral data. A large group of LOD algorithms are developed in comput-er graphical 
fields in order to provide necessary information for the viewer and omit worth-less objects that are far away or too 
small but significantly burden the hardware. In geo-graphical modelling, the term LOD has been borrowed from 3D 
computer graphics. The analogy of LOD in GIS is called “cartographic generalization” that the information is repre-
sented on a map in a way that adapts to the scale of the display medium of the map. In 3D city modelling, LOD serves 
as a specification-related instruction for the acquisition, model-ling, generalization and exchange of spatial data [8]. 
The CityGML 2.0 standard of the Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC) provides 5 LODs that enabling the anal-ysis 
and visualization of the same object with regard to different degrees of resolution. LOD mechanism for 3D models 
and 2D overlays in GE is implemented by settling <minLodPix-els> and <maxLodPixels> elements in the <Lod> 
node of KML files. When the region that a building model takes up is covering an area of the screen which is greater 
than <minLodPix-els> and less than <maxLodPixels>, the model will be visible and active. This mechanism provides 
the urban planner with three LODs of views: block level, building level and zone level, as shown in Figure 6. Different 
LODs in a same region are nested in KML files and a region of finer LOD will replace the previously loaded one with 
coarser LOD. In a word, the implementation of LOD recombines the data in a way that is friendly to the viewers and 
helps increase working efficiency by attracting users’ attention to where it is actually need-ed.Please do not change 
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the margins of the template as this can result in the footnote falling outside printing range. 
Fig. 6. Level of details (LOD): block level, building level and zone level (from left to right) 
 
(3) Data visualization through color and “balloons” 
Building designers and urban energy planners usually need simulation data of a building in making design decisions. 
Two visualization methods for data are provided in this system: color and “balloons”. Different color in 3D models 
indicates different energy consumption levels, e.g. zones in red consume more energy than zones in green. Application 
of colors gives the user an intuitional knowledge of relative levels of energy consumption for each part of a building. 
However, for detailed data demonstration, it is not applicable. GE uses “balloons” element in KML files to refer to 
external html contents and the “balloon” can be opened by simply clicking the parent object that a “balloon” is assigned 
to. Google charts are used in this system to generate data charts and to put the charts in a <div> html tag for “balloons” 
to refer. Examples of “balloons” and energy-related data charts of a sample building are shown Figure 7. 
 
Figure 7. Detailed data demonstration using color and “balloons” 
6. Compliance check with urban energy schema 
The main purpose of contextualizing single building energy design in urban landscape is to check the compliance 
of building design with the urban development schema. The urban en-ergy schema is usually expressed in the form of 
anticipated regional energy consumption or carbon emission during a certain time span, e.g. a year or a quarter. In the 
developed BIM-GIS integration model, updated building simulation results are included in a database which sums 
building design results according to both the geographical and temporal position of the buildings. Single building 
energy consumption is compared with both the average consump-tion in the region and the consumption level that 
anticipated by the urban planning schema. Feedbacks on further improving the building design are given to individual 
low energy building designers directly by the urban energy planners. 
 
7. Conclusions 
This paper has examined the holistic collaboration between two important energy design professionals, i.e. urban 
energy planner and building energy designer. A web-based building energy visualization system is developed for low 
energy building design within the context of urban energy landscape. Due to the difference in standards and data 
description, data format conversion is found to be the most critical and challenging part of developing an in-tegrated 
system of GIS and BIM. The developed solution for integrating BIM and GIS tech-nologies addresses the challenges 
in relation to data conversion and visualization mecha-nisms. Nevertheless, there exist some other important issues, 
which may also need to be ex-amined, e.g. user access control. These outstanding issues will be picked up in future 
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re-search.   
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